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Abstract: A recent report in the journal, Neurology, documents age-normalized, nation-specific
(e.g., United States and Western Europe), progressive decrease of dementia, beginning about 25 years
ago. This observation has, thus far, not had explanation. We begin our proposed explanation with the
following previous disease construct. (1) Some dementia is caused by innate immune over-response
to infections. (2) The innate immune over-response occurs via excessive conversion of amyloid
protein to α-sheet conformation. (3) This conversion evolved to inhibit invading microbes by binding
microbe-associated α-sheet, e.g., in hyper-expanded capsid intermediates of some viruses. The rarity
of human α-sheet makes this inhibition specific for microbial invaders. As foundation, here we
observe directly, for the first time, extreme, sheet-like outer shell thinness in a hyper-expanded
capsid of phage T3. Based on phage/herpesvirus homology, we propose the following. The above
decrease in dementia is caused by varicella-zoster virus (VZV) vaccination, USFDA-approved about
25 years ago; VZV is a herpesvirus and causes chickenpox and shingles. In China and Japan, a
cotemporaneous non-decrease is explained by lower anti-VZV vaccination. Co-assembly extension of
α-sheet is relatively independent of amino acid sequence. Thus, we project that additional dementia
is suppressible by vaccination against other viruses, including other herpesviruses.
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1. Introduction
In a previous study [1] of 49,202 individuals in the United States and Europe, the
finding was made that (1) incidence of dementia dramatically increased with age, as previously reviewed in [2], and (2) in any given age range, the incidence has been significantly
decreasing for the last ~25 years. The decreases per 10 years were 24% in men and 8%
in women. Improved health care was suggested as a reason for the decrease. However,
further details were not proposed [1].
The individuals of this study were from the United States (2596), France (2960),
Netherlands (10,235), Sweden (1168), United Kingdom (6441 + 11,788), France (8250) and
Iceland (5764) [1]. These countries have relatively advanced health care, supporting the
hypothesis that improvement in health care is a reason for the decrease.
A hypothesis with further details should provide explanation for the above genderspecificity. It should also provide explanation for the observation, quoted in [1], that such
decrease was not observed in either China [3] or Japan [4], both with advanced heath care
systems. Developing such an explanatory hypothesis, within the strategic objective of
preventing dementia, is the aim of the current communication.
1.1. Foundation for an Explanation: Basics
In search of an explanation, we note that evidence has been accumulating that
Alzheimer’s disease-caused dementia is correlated with previous virus and bacterial infection. The infection-based studies have focused on herpes simplex viruses (HSVs), especially
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HSV-1 and HSV-2 (cold sores and genital infections). These viruses and varicella zoster
(VZV; chickenpox), also a herpesvirus, are neurotropic and sometimes re-activate after
release from nerves (shingles in the case of VZV). However, the onset of neurodegenerative
disease typically occurs after, not during, infection [5–8].
Thus, correlation with virus infection is best explained by a long-term host reaction
initiated by the virus. Other data have suggested that this host reaction is a primitive,
acellular, innate immune reaction. These data were obtained either via homology [9] or
via studies of the effects of virus infection on either mice or cell cultures [10]. If the virusgenerated trigger for the innate immune response has structural features in common among
several different viruses, then vaccination against all of these viruses would be an obvious
way to reduce the frequency of Alzheimer’s disease. This raises the question of what,
structurally, is the source of this innate immune function. The answer is likely to be a
protein structure that is intrinsically complementary to itself so that it is extensible by
amyloid proteins with the same basic structure.
1.2. Foundation for an Explanation: Details
More recently, yet additional data suggest that the details of this innate immune
reaction are the following [11,12]. (1) The structural basis is a (self-complementary) sheetlike protein structure, originally discovered by Pauling and Corey [13], and later called
α-sheet [14–16]. Moreover, α-sheet structure can be visualized by starting with β-sheet
and rotating every other amino acid by ~180◦ [13,14]. This rotation places all α-carboxyl
groups (negatively charged at neutral pH) on one edge of the sheet and all α-amino
groups (positively charged at neutral pH) on the opposite edge. Based on observation and
characterization of DNA packaging-generated hyper-expanded capsids (details, below),
α-sheet is proposed to be a major conformation of virus capsid proteins during virus
assembly [11,12]. However, in healthy human cells, α-sheet is present only in stretches of
4–6 amino acids [14,15]. (2) This aspect makes the intracellular presence of more extended
α-sheet a signal of the presence of a hostile invader, if the invader produces particles with
α-sheet structure. (3) Amyloid protein performs innate immunity function by converting to
α-sheet structure and then extending viral assembly-produced α-sheet. (4) A result is that
normal virus assembly (Figure 1a–c, an abbreviated version of a DNA packaging pathway
proposed for phage T3 [17]) is blocked (Figure 1d). (5) Neurodegenerative disease is caused
by over-activity of this innate immunity protein, thereby producing toxic levels of α-sheet
structured amyloid protein (Figure 1e). (6) Cellular efforts at detoxification subsequently
convert most α-sheet to the β-sheet found [18,19] in amyloid plaques.
The innate immunity proteins include amyloid beta (Aβ) that accumulates to form
extracellular plaques in the case of Alzheimer’s disease. Anti-herpesvirus activity of polymerized Aβ has been shown in both mice and cell culture ([10] and included references).
Herpesviruses also package a double-stranded DNA genome in a pre-formed capsid.
This aspect is analogous to what occurs with both phage T3, and all other studied doublestranded DNA phages. Each of the major herpesvirus proteins involved is homologous
to the phage counterpart [12,20–24]. For developing a hypothesis, this is a pivotal point
because phage assembly generated particles are generally more accessible than those of
eukaryotic virus counterparts. This advantage increases as particles become more difficult
to detect, isolate and characterize.
For the double-stranded DNA phage, T3, we have observed the following evidence of a
DNA packaging-generated capsid with α-sheet structured subunits. Some DNA packaginggenerated capsids are hyper-expanded, as illustrated in Figure 1b. The hyper-expansion
constrains these capsids to have an outer shell so thin that the protein subunits of the
capsid’s outer shell must have a sheet structure [11,12]. This structure is likely to be α-sheet
for the following reasons. (1) The outer shell has a relatively high negative electrical surface
charge density, which would be a characteristic of a capsid with α-sheet structured subunits
and the α-carboxyl edge at the capsid exterior [11]. (2) Moreover, α-sheet structure explains
the flexibility of the outer shell of the capsid (Figure 2 [11]). However, the thinness of
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the shell was not previously observed directly by electron microscopy. The reason was
impermeability of the capsid’s shell to negative stains.

Figure 1. A phage T3-based hypothesis for virus-derived initiation of Alzheimer’s disease. DNA
packaging is initiated by a DNA-free procapsid, as illustrated for phage T3 in [11,12]. Then, (a) DNA
enters an expanded, more angular conversion product of the procapsid, (b) hyper-expansion, with
subunit conversion to α-sheet structure, occurs to accelerate DNA packaging when packaging is
slowed in (a) (proposed details [17]), (c) DNA packaging finishes and a tail is added to the capsid to
form a mature phage particle. When this process occurs during herpesvirus infection of a human
cell, (d) amyloid proteins block progression of the hyper-expanded capsids by converting to α-sheet
structure and, then, extending the α-sheet of subunits of the capsid. Alzheimer’s disease is initiated
Biophysica 2021, 1, FOR PEER REVIEW
by (e) production of toxic amounts of amyloid protein α-sheet. The latter is subsequently converted
to the β-sheet amyloid protein of plaques.
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Here, we find an example of a hyper-expanded T3 capsid with outer shell thinning
directly observed by electron microscopy of a negatively stained specimen. We transfer
the observations with T3 to herpesviruses and develop an explanation of the dementia
frequency observations of [1]. We use this explanation to suggest a practical means for
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Here, we find an example of a hyper-expanded T3 capsid with outer shell thinning
directly observed by electron microscopy of a negatively stained specimen. We transfer
the observations with T3 to herpesviruses and develop an explanation of the dementia
frequency observations of [1]. We use this explanation to suggest a practical means for
decreasing the incidence of dementia.
2. Materials and Methods
Heads of phage T3 were obtained and purified by the use of procedures previously
described. The final purification step was buoyant density centrifugation in a cesium
chloride density gradient [25]. This purification step separated heads (tail-free) from
phage particles (with the relatively short T3 tail), although the bands formed were close
enough for low level cross-contamination. Otherwise, the heads were over 95% pure by
protein composition.
For electron microscopy, the heads were dialyzed against 0.2 M NaCl, 0.01 M Tris,
pH 7.4, 0.001 M MgCl2 and stored at 4 ◦ C. The dialyzed heads of Figure 3 were prepared for
electron microscopy 1.5 years after the dialysis. The procedure of preparation was negative
staining with 1.0% sodium phosphotungstate, pH 8.4 [26]. The procedure includes a carbon
support film designed to increased particle adherence without glow discharge [26]. A 1.5 µL
droplet of specimen was placed on the carbon support film and left for 2.0 min at room
temperature (25 ± 3 ◦ C). The grid was then washed with 3 drops of Milli-Q-purified water
and then 2 drops of 1.0% sodium phosphotungstate, pH 8.4. Excess stain was withdrawn
with Whatman #1 filter paper. The image presented here had particles that were on the
support film, not over holes in the film.

Figure 3. Electron microscopy of negatively stained, hyper-expanded T3 heads. This image has
several hyper-expanded heads, two indicated by arrowheads, two by arrows. The arrows point to
shell regions that appear folded. Other aspects are C, empty, non-hyper-expanded capsid; D, DNA
packaged in a head; E, external extension originating in the interior of heads; φ, phage contaminating
from a neighboring fraction during purification; T, tail on phage particle.

Specimens were observed in a JEOL100CX electron microscope in The Department of
Pathology at The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Outer Shell-Thinning of Hyper-Expanded T3 Capsids
Given the possibility that hyper-expanded T3 capsids are prototypes for viral triggers
of Alzheimer’s disease, we searched for and found a more electron microscopy-analyzable,
hyper-expanded T3 capsid. The hyper-expansion occurred after, rather than during, DNA
packaging. The particles were (DNA-filled) capsids that had not yet added a tail (heads).
The heads had been isolated [25] from lysates of cells infected by a T3 mutant selected to
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propagate at relatively high sodium chloride concentration (0.9 M) [25]. This preparation
was highly purified, except that some phages were not removed from the “head fraction”
during buoyant density centrifugation in a cesium chloride density gradient (see Figure 3
in [25]).
After negative staining with 1.0% sodium phosphotungstate, pH 8.4, heads were
penetrated by the negative stain. Most of these heads had the following two linked features,
as seen for the particles indicated by arrowheads in Figure 3: (1) outer shells with thinnerthan typical regions (1 nm or less) encompassing over 50% of their length, sometimes
to the point that part of a shell was difficult to see and (2) 1.2–1.6× increased diameter.
Size references for both shell-thinning and shell-diameter increase were (1) the particles
indicated with a “φ” in Figure 3, which were unexpanded versions of (contaminating)
phage particles (shell thickness: ~2 nm) and (2) the particle indicated with a “C” in Figure 3,
which was an unexpanded, empty (no DNA) capsid (shell thickness: ~2 nm). This particle
presumably was a head that lost its DNA. The linkage of the difference in shell diameter to
the difference in shell thickness was universal in this sample. This linkage made unlikely
the possibility that increased diameter was caused only by particle flattening.
3.2. Other Features of Hyper-Expanded T3 Capsids
In Figure 3, packaged DNA was seen in most hyper-expanded heads and no longer
filled the capsid interior, presumably because of hyper-expansion. The observed shape
of the DNA periphery varied. Rod-shaped, sometimes bent, DNA was often observed
(indicated by the letter, D, for one particle in Figure 3). Studies are ongoing to determine
the role of shell hyper-expansion/thinning in DNA packaging.
Furthermore, variable folding of shell subunits was indicated by limited shell regions
that were thickened; arrows point at two of these regions in Figure 3. Such folding is
explained by an α-sheet conformation, with the folding driven, at least in part, by charge
neutralization (Figure 2).
Finally, an additional feature was the presence of a rod-shaped external extension
on some particles. This extension (E in Figure 3) was distinguishable from the tail via
both the tail’s trapezoidal shape and the tail’s lesser length. The extension was formed by
externalization of proteins, originally internal, as previously seen for T3 phage particles [27].
3.3. The Hypothesis and Its Explanation of the Data on the Incidence of Alzheimer’s Disease
Thus, the complete hypothesis (including previously presented aspects) is the following. (1) A significant number of Alzheimer’s disease cases are triggered by loss of
control of an innate immunity response to previous infection with viruses, including herpesviruses [12]. (2) The innate immunity response is based on the adoption of an α-sheet
conformation by amyloid-forming proteins, followed by co-assembly with (and, therefore, inactivation of) the α-sheet of viral assembly intermediates [11,12]. The low amino
acid sequence specificity of α-sheet co-assembly [13–15] implies that this innate immune
response can be made by one protein for several viruses. (3) The post- ~1995 decrease
with time of the incidence of Alzheimer’s disease is caused by vaccination against VZV.
This vaccination lowered the number of, but did not eliminate, viral infections that trigger
Alzheimer’s disease.
The linkage of Alzheimer’s disease to previous herpesvirus infection depends on
the presence of the ApoE-ε4 allele [2,5–8]. As previously discussed [12], a possible reason
is the effect of this allele on basement membranes, which are gels, and the subsequent
stimulatory effect of basement membranes on the production of capsids homologous to the
T3 capsids with α-sheet-structured subunits. The production of the latter is stimulated by
propagation in cells embedded in an agarose gel [12].
The hypothesis provides the following explanation for the otherwise paradoxical
observation, mentioned above, that the decrease in Alzheimer’s disease with time is not
replicated in China [3] and Japan [4]. Until the last ~5 years, China [28] and Japan [29] did
not sponsor routine VZV vaccination, unlike the United States (and presumably Western
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Europe), even though the vaccine strain of VZV was isolated in Japan [29]. The evidence
for VZV-triggering of Alzheimer’s disease was especially strong in the case of untreated
ocular shingles [6].
Finally, the above hypothesis provides an explanation for the higher time-dependent
decrease of Alzheimer’s disease in women (above). The explanation is VZV vaccination
and the observed [30] greater susceptibility of women to VZV-caused shingles. The above
hypothesis assumes that some of the accompanying aspects of Alzheimer’s disease, such as
decreased brain energy metabolism and increased inflammation [31], are either contributors
to, or effects of, but not the main cause of, the basic disease process.
A corollary of this hypothesis is that the correlation with Alzheimer’s disease is with
a step of reactivated herpesvirus infection (i.e., DNA packaging) that occurs before the
completion of progeny virus particles. Thus, the hypothesis predicts a relatively weak
correlation with either the DNA/capsid of mature virus particles or the induction of
antibodies, as is often empirically found (review [32]).
The explanations of this section indicate that the above hypothesis is useful. However,
while usefulness is a trademark of a correct hypothesis, it is not proof of the details of
the hypothesis. In the future, these details can be tested by (1) tracking the sequence of
events associated with the onset of Alzheimer’s disease and (2) determining the effects of
specifically blocking each of these events in animal models. A prototype for doing this is the
work done on the assembly of monomeric proteins to form the capsids of bacteriophages,
e.g., the assembly of the tail of phage T4 [33,34]. The evidence presented here, although
detailed, is circumstantial.
However, even without these details, the above hypothesis provides a lead that should
be pursued as follows. Attempts to further lower the incidence of Alzheimer’s disease
should be made by accelerating development of vaccines against the other herpesviruses,
especially HSV-1 and HSV-2. Data suggest that vaccines for HSV-6A and HSV-7 should
also be high on the priority list [7]. Vaccines are already in development for HSV-1 and
HSV-2 infections (review [35]).
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